
Football Enthusiasts Rise to the Top with
Football Helper

Football Helper now offers free 1-on-1 consultations for sports lovers

just beginning or bringing their football fandom to the next level

CHERRY HILL, NEW JERSEY, UNITED STATES, October 13, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Football Helper, a football education and

advice business, has launched a free 1-on-1 introductory call offer

for individuals interested in exploring the world of American

football on a deeper level. Anyone from novice sports lovers

breaking into the fantasy football world, to diehard fans looking

to level up their game predictions, can schedule a no-cost and no-

obligation strategy session with Football Helper to discuss how

they can reach their goals.

Fantasy sports have become increasingly popular over the years, putting individuals in the

manager’s seat, giving them a fun break from daily life, and a way to turn up the excitement on
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game day. Football Helper helps sports fans gain a

competitive edge with insider tips, systematic analysis, and

tricks to win their league.

Football Helper provides affordable, weekly online

coaching sessions for football enthusiasts who want to

learn 1-on-1 from football experts and sharpen their

knowledge of football trends, fantasy football, esports, and

more. Membership options range from 30-minute, one-

hour, and full-season plans.

The team of experts at Football Helper is equipped to answer fantasy football questions, aid in

draft picks and lineups, and assist fans using unique systematic analysis so they can make

informed decisions while predicting game statistics and outcomes.

Football Helper also educates gamers on Madden NFL 23, with tips on how to become

unstoppable esports players. Football Helper founder Dean Seidman is renowned in the Madden

football community for ranking top 50 in the world for the last four years in a row.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://footballhelper.com/#52e4cd11-149f-47b9-99a5-b0aadff00438


A lifelong Philadelphia Eagles fan, NFL enthusiast, and

graduate of the #1 ranked Rowan University Sports

Communication and Media program, Dean founded Football

Helper to share his extensive knowledge of football with fans

in a transparent, fun, and positive way that will increase their

retention and knowledge of the sport.

“Fantasy football and esports are great vehicles to discover a

sense of community and build confidence in a way that allows

people to escape the stress of their daily lives,” said Dean

Seidman, founder of Football Helper. “We created Football

Helper to put our knowledge of the sport to good use, helping

others hone their skills and pursue greatness in the world of

sports gaming.”

Dean’s passion for fantasy football is shared by millions of

players across the country and world, including Football

Helper specialist, Gage Hutzley, who is also a Rowan

University's Sports Communication and Media graduate.

Before his role at Football Helper, Gage was heavily involved

in the sports scene with stretches at NFL Films and Overtime sports media.

“We eat, sleep, and breathe football, so we are excited to share our expertise and engage with

football lovers like ourselves and bring them along the journey with us as we help them excel in

all things football,” said Gage Hutzley, brand activation specialist at Football Helper.

For more information and to book a free consultation with Football Helper, visit

www.footballhelper.com. 

About Football Helper

Football Helper is a football education and advice business specializing in comprehensive

football knowledge, statistics-backed fantasy football advice, and Madden esports training.

Founded by Rowan University graduates Dean Seidman and Gage Hutzley, Football Helper

provides great value, guidance from respected football experts, and multiple services all in one

easy and affordable program. For more information, visit https://footballhelper.com and follow

along @TheFootballHelper.
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